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The seemingly endless air war over Europe did not stop when the sun went down. The skies over England came alive almost every night as British Bomber Command sent wave after wave of medium and heavy bombers to selected targets all over the Nazi-controlled continent. These bomber crews had to deal with an onslaught of blinding searchlights, deadly flak and the ruthless Night Hunters of the Luftwaffe. The Germans had perfected the use of aerial electronic equipment in their single- and twin-engine fighters to assist them in locating the British bomber stream. To counter the Luftwaffe’s nightly terror reign over the incoming bombers, twin-engine de Havilland Mosquito fighter-bombers were sent out to seek and destroy the Luftwaffe night fighters. Here is the story of one such pilot who became an ace while hunting the hunters.
A chance meeting started it
In the summer of 1941, my mother and father had warned me about the dangers of hitchhiking, or taking rides from strangers, before I made my way across the U.S. from my home in Seattle. As I headed east with my thumb hanging out over the road, a fellow American who happened to be a sergeant pilot in the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF), picked me up. As we drove across the country, the sergeant filled my head with flying adventures and told me that the RCAF was actively enlisting Americans.

When he finally stopped the car to let me out, I did a 180-degree turn and headed back home to get my parents to sign a letter of permission. Soon afterwards, I found myself in Canada as a new recruit with the RCAF. In early 1943, I was reassigned to combat and told I would be flying the Mosquito. Heck, I didn’t know what a Mosquito was, let alone had ever seen one in Canada. I was just content to be able to fly something.

Enter the Mosquito
I knew at least that the Mosquito was a two-seat airplane because I was paired up with a navigator. His name was Colin Finlayson, and we would be crewmates for the duration of my tour. We did our initial training in the Cessna “Bamboo Bombers” while still in Canada. When we arrived in England in the summer of 1943, we were assigned to 418 Squadron as night intruders. By today’s standards, I had very little flying experience; after all, I had just earned my wings and still had a lot to learn. But our commanders knew better than to leave us on the ground for too long because they thought we might run the risk of losing our edge.

The Mosquito, at that time, was considered one of the fastest airplanes, if not the fastest, in the world pre-jet. The Mosquito I trained in had one set of controls as I rode in the navigator’s seat and tried to absorb every word the instructor shouted to me over the noise of the powerful twin Rolls-Royce Merlin engines. The instructor taught us how to take off, bring it back around and then land it. Needless to say, the checkout was very minimal—it was the one and only time I flew with him. After that, I was all on my own.

A couple of things about flying the Mosquito took some getting used to. In order to get to the cockpit, you had to squeeze through a small door on the right side of the nose. Because the pilot sat higher in the left seat, the navigator sat lower in the right seat with all his navigational equipment directly in front of him. If the Mosquito had been hit and the debris or flak struck the navigator,
killing him or knocking him unconscious, it would be very dicey, if not impossible, for me to get out of the cockpit.

Once I got into the cockpit and sat in my seat, I found the layout of the instruments and flight controls to be quite pleasant. The control stick was a combination of a yoke with a single short stick mounted on top of it. On the stick itself, a series of buttons controlled the four 20mm Hispano cannon and four .303 machine guns imbedded in the nose under my feet. In the Mosquito, all you had to do was point the nose at your target and squeeze the trigger. When I flew the Mosquito at night, I was careful not to squeeze the trigger for more than one and a half seconds, as I didn’t want to risk burning out the barrels from the hot lead racing out of them.

Another issue I had to deal with was the awesome power of the two Merlin engines turning two, three-blade big propellers in the same direction. Because the Mosquito had such a relatively small rudder, there was always a big swing of the nose on takeoff, and one foot had to rapidly move forward. Once I got the knack of it, it became second nature.

A Yank in the RCAF

In July 1943, I was reassigned to the USAAF as a first lieutenant, however, I ended up staying with the RCAF because I had already gone through operational training with Colin, and they didn’t want to split us up. Besides, we became a very close team as we prepared to make our first combat flight together.

The Mosquito Colin and I usually flew in had the nose art of a character from the comic strip “Lil Abner.” Our Mosquito was adorned with the lovely, pipe-smoking, shot-gun-toting hillbilly girl named “Moonbeam McSwine.” Because the Mosquito was made out of wood, some of the chaps in 418 Squadron referred to them as “Flying Furniture.” But there was nothing fragile about this twin-engine fighter/bomber that could fly low and fast, in all kinds of weather, carry a hefty bomb load both internally and externally along with extra fuel in wing-mounted slipper tanks. All in all, I was delighted to fly the twin-engine wooden wonder.

Flying blind

The difference between the intruders we flew and the British night fighters was that they had onboard AI (airborne interception) radar and we didn’t. The night fighters also had a line in the sand they couldn’t cross, usually just before the continent, for fear that the AI radar they carried in their nose would fall into German hands. We, on the other hand, flew all our missions over the continent looking for targets of opportunity, German airfields and, of course, our counterparts—the Luftwaffe night fighters.

When we took off from our base at Ford, the night was black as we climbed to our initial altitude of 100 feet and proceeded towards the Channel.
We also had a radar altimeter in the Mosquito to assist us as we neared the French coast, and Colin would call out the altitude to me. When we thought we were out of German gun range, we climbed to 1,000 feet and went looking for trains or anything else that moved in the shadows below. The German trains were easy to spot at first; you just looked for the open firebox as the engineer shoveled coal into it. But hunting trains at night was very risky. When we saw the glow of the coal fire, I would push the Mosquito over and aim for the flickering flames of the fire. Usually, a short burst from the cannon and machine guns was all it took, and Colin would yell for me to pull up. I remember one time after we had hit a train and it blew up, the ensuing explosion lit up the area as we raced overhead with our wings below the hills and treeline.

After a while, the Germans figured out our tactics and parked a decoy train near a bend in the tracks. As the unsuspecting Mosquito came down to attack the dummy train, the crew couldn't judge the rise in terrain fast enough and would slam into the side of the hill. After we began incurring Mosquito crew losses more frequently, we were ordered not to attack the trains anymore. In reality, it wasn't a very profitable operation. What was profitable, however, was hunting the Luftwaffe.

First victory
We took off from Ford at about 10 p.m. on a night intruder mission to the Steinhuder lake area in Germany near Hannover. Because of low-cloud haze, it was difficult for Colin to pick out our pinpoints on the way to the target. As we drew closer, we found an airfield with two sets of lights burning near the perimeter of the field. We orbited for a little while as we obtained our fix and found we were overflying Wunstorf. Nothing seemed to be moving as we headed south over the lake. Suddenly, we spotted two small white lights behind us on the far side of the airfield and turned around to investigate. The light was moving upward, and I knew it was a German aircraft taking off; but why had the pilot left its light on?

But that was his worry not mine, and I began to stalk him from 5 miles away. As he began his climbout to reengage the bomber stream, I stayed 500 feet below his altitude and began to match his speed so I would not overshoot him. I saw he had one light on under the nose and one under the tail. I must have followed him for 15 to 20 miles as I began to close in. For whatever reason, I misjudged his speed from below and overshot him and did a quick figure-8 to port and another one to starboard, finding myself back on his tail. By this time, I could see the flame from his exhaust as I eased the nose of the Mosquito into him. Colin was along for the ride at this point and was busy keeping his fingers crossed as I brought my nose up from 500 feet below; at 250 yards away, I opened fire with both cannon and machine guns. In less
than three seconds, the once-dark silhouette I was chasing turned into an Me 410 engulfed in flame. Colin observed it dive down and explode below.

After finding no other night fighters, we turned for home and landed back at Ford around 3 a.m. The ground crew found some pieces of Me 410 embedded in the leading edge of my starboard wing; I guess I was closer than I thought!

I learned later that the 410 pilot had shot down a handful of British bombers that night and had returned to refuel. What he forgot to do, however, was turn his lights back on before takeoff and ended up committing the ultimate sin of a night fighter. His mistake was my fortune, as the Luftwaffe lost one more night fighter. This same scenario would be repeated again and again.

Second victory

Colin and I were scrambled to intercept a twin-engine, long-range He 177 maritime bomber that was returning from an Atlantic submarine patrol. British intelligence had found out where it was heading and the exact ETA (estimated time of arrival) of his intended landing back on occupied French soil; he never made it. Near Bordeaux, France, we found him as predicted and set him on fire easily; he crashed below. That was a relatively easy mission compared with our next aerial victory.

I opened fire with both cannon and machine guns. In less than three seconds, the once dark silhouette I was chasing turned into an Me 410 engulfed in flame.

Mosquito’s nose over and dropped to 500 feet and flew at our usual Channel-crossing altitude.

The worst was yet to come, as we had to overfly one of the most heavily fortified areas on the coast. It reminded me of an earlier mission when we were returning to Ford, and our compass went out as we overflew Dieppe, another heavily defended town.

The pitch-black night sky was soon filled with searchlights and flak as every gun in the port city opened up on us, and night turned to day. To protect my vision, I ducked my head under the instrument panel as Colin held the map over my head so I wouldn’t be blinded by the searchlights. Colin then guide me through the searchlights and away from the flak. I was twisting and turning the Mosquito, and at the same time I climbed and...
My hardest victory

My Mosquito missions were not limited to flying just at night. On our days off, we could volunteer for daylight “Ranger Missions,” which consisted of a pair of Mosquitos flying as a freelance team looking for trouble. We could pick our own targets and tried to go out on days with low overcast but good visibility underneath the cloud layer. There was no way we wanted to be over a target in clear skies with a bunch of German fighters buzzing around above us. We picked a good target that day, better than we both expected, as we took off in the afternoon and raced low-level over the Channel crossing into France.

Our primary target was the German

This Mosquito XVI, MM388 was one of the oldest machines of this type stationed at Watton in Norfolk, England in May 1945. It was destroyed later in the same month following an accident. (Photo courtesy of EN Archive collection)
We had intelligence that this airfield would contain a variety of aircraft. We weren’t disappointed when we arrived. Luftwaffe fighters, bombers, transports and gliders were strung out all over the field as we came roaring over the fence. It was hard to miss that day; I destroyed a Do 217 and an He 111 on the ground along with damaging two Go 242 gliders and two Me 109s parked nearby. The other Mosquito I flew with also racked up an impressive score by damaging or destroying a Bucker 131, a Do 217 and six more Go 242 gliders. We didn’t leave the airfield unscratched, however, as I slightly damaged my Mosquito.

I was making my gun run in on one of the big Gotha gliders, when Colin called out and told me about an He 111 parked off to the side near another group of gliders. When I turned towards it, my slipper tank struck one of the Gotha glider’s twin tail and tore the drop tank from my wing. It’s kind of ironic because in order to survive an attack on an airfield, you had to stay low to avoid the German flak and perimeter guns, but you also had to be watchful that you didn’t fly too low and risk striking a parked aircraft.

As we headed back towards home, I spotted a Junkers W 34 single-engine transport and gave it a quick squirt, and it went down in flames crashing below. It wasn’t long after that, however, when I encountered one of my toughest opponents of the war: a Junkers Ju 52 trimotor. It was big and slow and made of corrugated metal. I tried to get behind him but was having a very difficult time of it—not because he was fast but because he was so slow!

I slowed the Mosquito way down and worried about stalling it out as I began to fire at the Ju 52. What I saw next shocked me; I was hitting him, but he wouldn’t go down! I was so used to firing my guns at night and seeing the airplanes I hit explode in front of me, but the Junkers was one tough old bird and kept on flying while taking my hits. It took a lot of cannon shells to finally put him down as he started on fire and went straight in. Even though I was now an ace, that was by far my hardest victory.

And it came to an end

I finished my tour with 418 Squadron in April 1944, after flying 30 missions and was awarded both the British and American DFC. I had hoped to join an AAF P-51 Mustang squadron but was instead assigned to a weather recon squadron that flew unarmed Mosquitos. It bored me to tears, to say the least, especially after flying combat missions at night. I received more bad news later in the war, when I was informed that my good friend and navigator Colin Finlayson had been shot down and killed with another Mosquito pilot. They, along with so many others, had paid the ultimate sacrifice in defense of our freedoms.
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